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Pushchairs
& Prams
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Trails 2in1
Stable ride
with a modern design

Thanks to the large PU wheels, the spacious
ventilated carrycot with winter cover and
washable upholstery, Trails can easily handle
strolling the all year long.

A child who can already sit by himself will
use the sports seat, which can be installed in
the front or rear-facing position.

Quality materials, sprung front and rear
wheels, a telescopic handle and many other
functions will make everyday walks more
pleasant.

472842
Anthracite Blue

472840
Ultimate Grey

472973
Iron Green 

472345
Heritage Bee

Vodeodolná 
úprava

4,1 kg

7,4 kg

3,9 kg

EN 1888-2:2018

0 m
max. 22 kg

86 × 61 × 95 cm

SPF 50+

Water 
resistant

Extra comfortable carrycot
with ventilation. The carrycot
can be folded.

The reversal sports seat
can be rotated as required.

Practical details and pockets
for small items for comfortable
strolling.

Large PU wheels can handle any
terrain. Front wheel ⌀ 23 cm,
rear wheel ⌀ 28 cm.

Spacious sitting and sleeping.
Seat width 30 cm.
Backrest length 52 cm.

Liner, footcover and Maxi-cosi
adapters are included.
It is possible to buy a car seat.
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Rover II
Maximum space
for a child

A wonderful pram to accompany your child
from birth to preschool! The pram with a
spacious adjustable carrycot will be
especially appreciated by parents of
children with reflux.

Large gel wheels can handle any terrain,
whether you’re going for a walk in the
countryside or in the city.

The carrycot can later be exchanged for
a sports seat, which can be attached to the
chassis in rear-facing or front-facing position
using a simple click-click system, as
required. 

Vodeodolná 
úprava

3,8 kg

9,3 kg

4,2 kg

EN 1888:2018

0 m
max. 22 kg

63 × 90 × 125 cm 

SPF 50+

458974
Rose 2v1

458841
Olive 2v1

458902
Grey 2v1 

458911
Mint 2v1

The spacious and comfortable
carrycot provides baby with
perfect comfort.

Spacious, lockable
shopping basket.

Ventilated canopy for better
air circulation in the summer
months.

The rich equipment includes foot
cover, rain cover, mosquito net,
diaper bag and cup holder.

Adjustable handle ensures
comfortable strolling.

Can be bought as a 3in1
combination with Rover car seat
and adapters. Isofix base also
available.
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12,3 kg

EN 1888:2018

0 m
max. 15 kg

90 × 65 × 110 cm 

SPF 50+

Grand II
A multifunctional companion

The combined stroller will give your baby a
comfortable ride and thanks to the carrycot,
which you simply convert into a sports seat,
you don’t need to store a lot of components.

Rear inflatable wheels and front maintenancefree
EVA foam wheels with aretation will
allow for a comfortable ride on any terrain
that you and your baby will enjoy together.

The stroller can be purchased as a 2in1 double
combination or a 3in1 triple combination.

449966 
Golden Ebony 2v1

449974  
Platinum Pink 2v1

449841 
Black Olive 2v1

The carrycot can be easily
changed into a sports seat
with front-facing and
rear-facing position.

Thanks to the carrycot and
sports seat in one, the stroller
is practical and compact.

Telescopic handle adapts
to any body height.

Changing bag, sports seat liner,
rain cover and foot cover are
part of the rich equipment for
the stroller.

Cover for carrycot can be used
as a foot cover for sports seat.

3in1 combination package also
includes a GL Cub car seat
and adapters.
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Street+ Air
Ride without compromise

Extremely comfortable for the child and easy
to handle. Large air wheels suitable for any
terrain. A comfortable ride in the city, park or
in nature can begin.

Thanks to the removable canopies, the
stroller can always look like new. The Street +
Air design is compatible with any Street +
canopy.

The Street + Air chassis package includes a
black footcover. The canopy can be bought in
a separate package.

Vodeodolná 
úprava

11,98 kg

EN 1888-2:2018

6 m
max. 22 kg

108 × 56 × 87 cm

SPF 50+

Water 
resistant

Reflective trims

477500 Chassis 
Street+ Air Oak 

477900 Chassis 
Street+ Air Black 

549843
Deep Ruby

549844
Dense Honey

549973
Iron Green 

549974 
Rose Pink

549842
Anthracite Blue

549841
Mature Olive

549840
Ultimate Grey

The black footcover is a
part of the Air chassis
package.

Eco-leather handle and bumper
bar in brown color – model Oak
or black color – model Black.

Optimal airflow thanks to
built-in meshes.

Inflatable front and rear wheels
with suspension.

Comfortable sleep. Length of the
backrest 48 cm, the seat lenght
in a lying position 92 cm.

Canopy - Summer Silver is
sold separately, an ideal choice
for the summer.
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Street+ RWS
One stroller in many ways

The Street + RWS stroller is lighter compared
to the AIR model thanks to the smaller
rubber wheels, but it has excellent driving
characteristics.

Reinforced frame ensures stable ride and
helps to absorb shocks and RWS rubber
wheels can easily handle the most
challenging terrain.

The benefit of the Street + stroller is the
color variability of separately sold Street +
canopies.

Model Oak offers a bumper bar and a handle
in a beautiful brown color, model Black in
black eco-leather.

Vodeodolná 
úprava

10,9 kg

EN 1888-2:2018

6 m
max. 22 kg

108 × 56 × 87 cm

SPF 50+

Water 
resistant

455500 Chassis 
Street+ RWS Oak

455900 Chassis 
Street+ RWS Black

549843
Deep Ruby

549844
Dense Honey

549973
Iron Green 

549974 
Rose Pink

549842
Anthracite Blue

549841
Mature Olive

549840
Ultimate Grey

A large stroller will be
convenient also for
a bigger child.

RWS rubber wheels without
a risk of punctures.

A large shopping basket and
a pocket for small items in the
back of the canopy will provide
plenty of storage space.

Mesh in the back of the
backrest for better aeration
of the stroller.

Extendable Street+ canopy for
maximum protection.
Waterproof fabric. New higher
quality materials.

Separately sold special edition
of Limited 100 canopies
in a limited amount of 100
pieces of each design.
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Vodeodolná 
úprava

EN 1888-2:2018

SPF 50+

Water 
resistant

Reflective trims

Heritage Bee
Every mother is the queen

Many households with small children sound like
beehives, due to buzzing. Bees bring endless
variety to our lives, as well as the little ones.

Did you know that we owe bees to every third
bite of our food? They are among the most
important pollinators and in recent years their
number is unfortunately threatened by various
influences.

Bees are a symbol of diligence, selflessness and
harmony. Let’s cherish them, protect them and
be inspired by them.

We have elevated the proven qualities of the
Street + Air stroller with an elegant design
worthy of a queen. The beautiful floral
embroidery is combined with an elegant crown
print and brown handles.

Every ride has its own story.

472345
Trails 2v1 Heritage Bee

566345
Royal Heritage Bee

455345
Street+ Air Heritage Bee

Always a complete stroller
in the package, including
a foot cover.

Adjustable handle and swivel
bumper bar in brown
eco-leather.

Beautiful embroidery on the
canopy, Trails carrycot and
elegant zippers.

A reversible liner is included
in every stroller.

Timeless print on the inside of the
canopy and liner.

The unique design of the Trails,
Royal and Street+ models.
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9,9 kg

EN 1888-2:2018

6 m
max. 22 kg

111 × 57 × 86 cm  

SPF 50+

Royal
Ready for the royal ride

Stroller Royal is a king among Petite&Mars
strollers thanks to its elegance, rich
equipment and refined details.

Quality of the cover’s fabric, canopy with
pattern in the inner side, tastily quilted
footrest and double-sided liner, that all makes
a difference at first glance.

It is easy to handle, with excellent driving
characteristics and will be appreciated by
your child, who will feel comfortable in it.

To the chassis you can choose a canopy from
a wide range of Basic Line colors.

Water 
resistant

466500 
Royal Chassis

566843
Deep Ruby

566844
Dense Honey

566973
Iron Green 

566974 
Rose Pink

566842
Anthracite Blue

566841
Mature Olive

566840
Ultimate Grey

Separately packed chassis and
optional canopies allow great
color variability.

Fully swivel and removable
bumper bar and handle in
elegant brown eco-leather.

Large, adjustable backrest
for maximum comfort of a
child.

Lightweight all-rubber wheels
with a stylish white rim.

Perfect stroller ventilation
in warm summer months.

The chassis package includes
a black footcover and a diaper bag.
The canopy has a color-matched
liner in the package.
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Cross
Self-folding champion

Amazingly spacious and very compact 
selffolding stroller. Stroller is lightweight, you can
unfold it with one hand and it folds completely
by itself.

The stroller is easy to handle. Thanks to the 
allrubber large wheels and sprung construction,
it can easily handle city strollering as well as
nature walks. The diameter of the front wheels
is 18 cm and the rear up to 20 cm.

Automatic folding will make life easier for
parents who always have their hands full.

Vodeodolná 
úprava7,8 kg

EN 1888-2:2018

6 m
max. 22 kg

51 × 103 × 70 cm

SPF 40+

Water 
resistant

473842
Anthracite Blue

473840
Ultimate Grey

473841
Mature Olive

All-rubber large wheels
with suspension for
a comfortable ride.

Spacious and comfortable
sitting and sleeping.

Swivel bumper bar and handle
made of brown eco-leather.

Weight only 7.8 kg and dimensions
after folding 80 x 38 x 51 cm.

Extra extendable canopy
with control window.

Well accessible shopping basket.
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Up
Companion always on duty

It will especially be appreciated by modern
parents who are often on the move but also
want their pushchair to be safe, functional,
easy to use and yet still be as comfortable
and portable as possible.

It has excellent driving characteristics and
takes up almost no space. It folds
comfortably and, just as easily as its name
reveals, you can put it back on its feet.

You’ll also be pleasantly surprised by its
manoeuvrability and smooth handling, which
you won’t be able to praise enough.

A little helper with a big effect.

5,8 kg

EN 1888-2:2018

6 m
max. 22 kg

99 × 46 × 78 cm

SPF 50+

460842
Anthracite Blue

460840 
Ultimate Grey

460844
Dense Honey

Backrest positioning
for a comfortable sleep.

Foam front and rear wheels
with suspension.

Canopy window for contact
with the child.

The canopy can be removed
and washed.

Detachable swivel bumper bar
for easy access to the baby.

Compact dimensions after
folding 56 x 46 x 25 cm
(exact dimensions for hand
luggage for most airlines).
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9,9 kg

EN 1888-2:2018

6 m
max. 22 kg

110 × 46 × 82 cm

SPF 40+

Move II Air
Practical everyway

The spacious stroller with air wheels is the
optimal choice for everyday walks.

Mom will appreciate the large shopping
basket and practical details for comfortable
strolling. Easy one hand folding inwards
prevents soiling of the cover.

The handle, bumper bar and the footrest are
made of eco-leather.

Rich equipment and a favorable price will
please the family budget.

Reflective trims

471465
Dark Grey

471464 
Light Grey

471909
Soft Pink

Spacious seating with
removable bumper bar.

Inflatable front and rear
wheels with suspension.

Practical details such as a pocket
for small items or reflective
trims.

Optimal airflow thanks
to mesh windows.

Adjustable backrest and footrest.

Bag, cup holder and footcover
are included in package.
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Accessories
Strolling has never been more pleasant and
more convenient.

The colorful liners with their unique design
will brighten up the stroller, ensure comfort
for the baby and prevent the upholstery
from getting dirty.. Water or coffee is
always at hand thanks to the Handy cup
holder.

The diaper bag, which is easily attached
to the stroller with the Hang stroller hooks,
will provide enough space to pack things
for the baby.

The organizer allows you to have
everything neatly arranged.

Stroller liner 
Foamy
502109 
Pink Rainbow  

For strolling with style

Memory

Handy

Peg

Memory Limited 100

Bag

Pocket

Aero liners

Hang

Pocket Zip

Street+ Limited 100 
canopies design

901838

847900901364

505900
Universal Black 

901900
Black

482906
Black

505351
Marble Black 

901340
Grey

482910
White

482974
Rose

482110
Green

502882
Pink Queen

502893
Anthracite Dino

502881
Beige Whale 

502892
Grey Dragonfly 

502113 
Anthracite 
Hills 502111 

Green Trees 

502116 
Black Cats  

502117 
Blue Lama  

502119
Green Hipster

900787
Black

503902
Grey

340004
Grey

340811
Fuchsia

503974
Rose

340005
Dark Grey 

340812
Pistachio
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On the road
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Elite Fix i-size
Maximum comfort
and safety

Car seat suitable for an older child from 100
to 150 cm.

It adapts perfectly to the child’s growth
thanks to the adjustable headrest height and
the expandable side protectors. Armrests
ensure comfortable travel.

Practical cup holder is included in the
package and can be placed on both sides of
the car seat.

Complies with the ECE R129 norm.

Vodeodolná 
úprava

6,8 kg

ECE R129

100-50 cm
Group II/III

Isofix Model

950870
Lava Black

950871 
Misty Grey

950869
Lava Air

       Breathable fabric on the AIR model

Headrest adjustment and
expandable side protectors
adjustable into 4 positions.

3 levels of backrest
positioning.

Extendable right and left side
protectors are independently
adjustable.

Model Lava AIR has a special
breathable AIR fabric, thanks
to which the child sweats less
and the journey by car is more
pleasant.

Children are secured with an isofix
and a 3-point car seat belt.

Practical cup holder included.
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Reversal II
Safe driving
in rear-faceing position

Vodeodolná 
úprava

15,5 kg

ECE R44/04

0-18 kg
Group 0+/I

Isofix Model

802902
Grey

802993
Stone Air

Rotatable child seat and isofix system easily
switches from rear-facing to front-facing
position and allows easier placing your child in
the car.

It allows parents to choose whether they want
to have their child rear-facing or front-facing,
without having to remove the base.

Model is designed to adapt to each growth
phase of your baby.

Isofix system with adjustable support leg makes
installation simpler and faster with one click.

Removable liner and comfortable positioning
for sleeping.

       Breathable fabric on the AIR model

Rearward facing installation
0–18kgs.

Car seat insert for
maximum comfort.

Forward facing installation
13–18kgs .

7- position height adjustable
headrest, 4 reclining positions
for your baby´s maximum
comfort.

Easy 360°seat rotation.

AIR model has a special breathable
AIR fabric, thanks to which the child
sweats less and the journey by car
is more pleasant.
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820867
Red Air

820868
Blue Air

820994 
Night Air

819906
Black

820993
Stone Air

Prime II Isofix
Safety first

Vodeodolná 
úprava

9 kg

ECE R44/04

9-36 kg
Group I/II/III

Isofix Model

Comfortable, safe car seat with Isofix that
grows with the baby.

Adapts to each stage of your child’s growth,
has an adjustable backrest and reclines easily,
allowing your child to sleep comfortably and
peacefully.

Provides protection, a sense of security and
comfort. The Side Protection System absorbs
the forces generated by the impact before it
reaches the child.

Safety tested and approved by DEKRA
Testing Institute.

819902
Grey

       Breathable fabric on AIR models

Reduction car seat insert for the
youngest children. Sufficient space
for children under 12 years.

9 positions for adjusting the
headrest so that the car seat
always adapts to the child’s height.

The lateral protection system
absorbs the forces generated
by the impact before it reaches
the child.

5 positions for adjusting
backrest inclination for
comfortable sleep.

AIR models have a special
breathable AIR fabric, thanks
to which the child sweats less
and the journey by car is more pleasant.

Integrated 5-point seat belts
for use from 9 to 18 kg.
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GL Cub
Safety from birth

ECE R44 / 04

0m-13 kg

801902
Grey

801900 
Black

The GL Cub car seat is suitable for children
from birth to 13 kg.

It can be easily and securely installed in the
car with a 3-point seat belt. With Maxi-cosi
adapters it can be attached to the stroller’s
chassis. The soft inner liner adapts perfectly to
the little baby and ensures comfortable travel.
The liner can be easily removed and then the
car seat will be spacious enough for a larger
child.

Thanks to the seat belts padding, the child in
the car seat will not be pushed or abraded by
seat belts. The sun canopy, which is built into
the back of the car seat, protects the baby
from the sun.

The car seat must always be installed in the
rear-facing position without an active airbag
for better head and neck protection.

Optimus
A comfortable
alternative to a car seat

ECE R144

22-36 kg

951872
Cool Grey

951873
Dim Grey

951870
Lava Black

Older children refuse to sit in conventional
car seats and many parents know this. Before
they grow to the required height, a booster
seat can be an alternative solution.

The Optimus is lightweight, practical and,
thanks to the armrests, allows your child to
travel comfortably. It is easy to carry from car
to car and stores easily in the boot.
Installation in the vehicle is very simple.

Safety is ensured by the car’s three-point seat
belt, with which the child is fastened in the
car seat.

The booster is equipped with a seat belt
guide for easy and safe adjustment of the
belts so that the child does not use it too
high (over the neck) or too low (under the
shoulder). In case of soiling, the cover can be
easily taken off and washed. A practical cup
or bottle holder is also included.
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Dark Grey

3D Aero
pushchair liner

Breathable 
3D structure

Savior – Seat protector 3in1

Back – Car mirror Oskar – Rear-view mirror Back ZOO – Car mirror

Order – Seat organiser Beltley – Additional belt 
for pregnant

Tablet - Back
seat organizer

Pad - Seat belt
protector

Tidy - Car storage box

Accessories
A trip to the countryside, a weekend at
grandma and grandpa’s or a long drive on
holiday? Travelling with little ones is great fun,
which can make even a more experienced
parent uncomfortable.

Thanks to the travel accessories, the journey,
whether long or short, will be a pleasure.
Aero liners in different sizes prevent the seat
from getting sweaty and dirty, with
organisers toys and food will always be close
at hand. Thanks to the car mirrors, you can
keep an eye on your children and with the
travel cots in a practical package, you can
sleep comfortably with your baby even in
a double room.

Just hit the road and enjoy the adventure
together.

Travel comfortably

854900
Savior

850900
Oskar 

848556
Owl

848558
Fox

848557
Bear

848559
Racoon

901395
Back

843900
Tidy

842902
Pad

849900
Tablet

901371
Order

852992
Beltley

Fuchsia

310811 0-13 kg
320811 9-18 kg
330811 15-36 kg

Pistachio

310812 0-13 kg
320812 9-18 kg
330812 15-36 kg

Grey

310004   0-13 kg
320004  9-18 kg
330004  15-36 kg

Dark Grey

310005   0-13 kg
320005  9-18 kg
330005  15-36 kg
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Peaceful sleep
even away from home

Light travel cot with a side opening with
a zipper will be your must-have during
holiday trips, but also during the visit at
grandparents, or as a safe space to rest at
home.

You can open one mesh side of the crib so
that the child can comfortably climb in or
out of the crib.

The mesh side allows better visual contact
with your baby and optimal air circulation.
The package includes a removable
mattress.

The cot comes with a practical travel bag,
which makes carrying and storing easy
and convenient.

923462
Nyja Teddy Biker Grey 

923463 
Nyja Teddy Friend Coal 

Nyja

Vodeodolná 
úprava

8 kg

0-30 m
max. 15 kg

125 × 63 × 74 cm

The perfect travel partner

With this travel cot, the baby will sleep as well
as at home wherever you are. The light
weight of the cot, its compactness in a
practical bag are the reasons why you should
always have it ready for travel.

The cot has a unique Double Lock system,
which prevents it from folding. The sides are
meshed for maximum air circulation and the
opening zippered front will allow the baby to
climb in and out of the cot at any time.

A folding mattress and carry bag are included.
The additional hanging layer for the Koot
travel cot can be used for newborns up to
approximately 4 months.

921902
Lion Grey  

922902 
Koot second layer  

921460
Lion Yellow  

Koot

Vodeodolná 
úprava

8 kg

0-30 m
max. 15 kg

120 × 60 × 73  cm

921461
Fox Aqua 
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Feeding
 time
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Feeding in style

The bib made of pleasant silicone is an
invaluable assistant when dining. Practical
pocket catches leftover food, which is easily
emptied and washed after eating. Easy cleaning
and reuse saves detergents, nature and your
wallet.

Large enough to protect clothing, easily rolled
up for trouble-free storage.
The timeless design from Petite & Mars will
make every feeding stylish.

Sam

706109
Pink Rainbow

706112
Grey

706113
Grey Hills

706108
Pink

706111
Green Trees

706114 
Beige

706110 
Green

706115
Beige 
Dandelion

Vodeodolná 
úprava

6 m+

BPA, PVC and 
phthalates free

Easy 
maintenance

Dishwasher safe

100% silicone

27 × 18 cm

Homemade goodies
comfortably to go

Kids love eating from food pouches. Fill them
with homemade quality food for the kids.
Washable pouches are easy to fill, children
feed themselves and don’t get dirty and don’t
make a mess. After use, they can
be conveniently washed and used again on
future adventures. Reuse does not burden the
environment with unnecessary disposable
waste.

For smaller children, there are soft Papoo
spoons, which are simply screwed onto the
pouch and make feeding easier.

Papoo Original   

901807
Elephant

910908
Papoo Spoon

901808
Lion

Vodeodolná 
úprava

Possibility 
to freeze

150 ml

BPA, PVC and 
phthalates free

Reuse

Double zipper

+ katarínailkovičová
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Melamine 
dining set

Fairytales dining set enchant every little
eater. The original drawings by the Slovak
illustrator Katarína Ilkovičová lead the
children to the land of deer, fairies and
vehicles. Eating will be much more pleasant
and more fun. Encourages playful learning
and better feeding.

Due to its light weight and durability, it will
be a part of a family dining for a long time.

The whole dining set in a gift package will
please both, kids and adults.

700106
Transport set  

700105
Fairy set 

700107
Deer set  

Eating like in a fairy tale

Vodeodolná 
úprava

6 m+

Easy to clean

BPA, PVC and 
phthalates free

100% safe

EN 14372

+ katarínailkovičová

Spoon

Bowl

700002
Deer

700004
Deer

300002
Fairy

300004
Fairy

200002
Transport

200004
Transport
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Playtime
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Boby & Suzi & Mike

Soft world of toys

Boby
588552

Suzi
588550

Mike
588551

The cuddly plush animals will be great friends
of every child.

Meet Suzi the deer, Mike the bear and Boby
the squirrel. Engaging toys with a variety of
features help to discover the world from birth
or from 3 months.

Discover rattles, squeaky toys, pets or hanging
toys in pastel colours. The cute animals can be
attached to the stroller or cot or just taken in
the hand.

Fine, safe materials

Beautiful pastel colors

In the hand, on the cot,
in the stroller or in the car

They develop the baby’s sense
of touch, hearing and sight

Hand toys

590550 Suzi 592550 Suzi 587550 Suzi 591550 Suzi
590551 Mike 592551 Mike 587551 Mike 591551 Mike
590552 Boby 592552 Boby 587552 Boby 591552 Boby

594550 Suzi

585550 Suzi

586550 Suzi

595550 Suzi

597550 Suzi

589550 Suzi

594551 Mike

585551 Mike

586551 Mike

595551 Mike

597551 Mike

589551 Mike

594552 Boby

585552 Boby

586552 Boby

595552 Boby

597552 Boby

589552 Boby

Hanging toys with sound or melody

596550 Suzi
596551 Mike
596552 Boby

Cuddly toys for playing

593550 Suzi
593551 Mike
593552 Boby
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Cloud
Time for fun and development

495896
Silver

495902 
Grey 

A soft blanket in the shape of a flower, a
removable arch with 4 toys and a soft pillow
will provide play and incentives for the
development of the baby for long months.

It contributes to the development of both gross
and fine motor skills. It actively stimulates
the baby’s auditory, tactile and visual senses.
Timeless modern color, pleasant and safe
materials.

Vodeodolná 
úprava

The mat can be
machine washed 
at 30°C

High 45 cm, 
Diameter 88 cm

4 separate toys on the
C-ring can be freely
changed or disconnected

Removable pillow will provide
the necessary support

Special soft velcro is safe
for the baby

The material is soft, pleasant
to the touch and safe

Pool / Mate
Endless entertainment
possibilities

493849
Pool

A unique multifunctional blanket that will
keep the baby entertained from birth to
kindergarten. Easily converts from a playmat
to a pool with balls.

The baby has the opportunity to develop  
allround, try new games and have fun. The mat
has raised edges for safety, a large play area
and a variety of toys included.

Time on the back
with a toy bar

Tummy time with
removable cushion

Separate toys and
balls to play with
anywhere

Pool 4in1 Mate 5in1

Vodeodolná 
úprava

Vodeodolná 
úprava

0-36 m 0-36 m 

6 hanging toys

2 removable 
bars

20 balls

96 × 102,5 × 57 cm 110 × 95 × 50 cm

5 hanging toys

2 removable 
bars

6 balls and a 
mesh throwing 
hole

492848
Mate
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Sandy
Let‘s give space
to imagination

Kids love playing with water and sand. Sandy
tables of various shapes and sizes guarantee
fun for a long time.

Through the game, children develop their
fine motor skills and imagination. The
compartments can be filled with water, sand,
kinetic sand, but also legumes, pasta, grass or
pebbles.

The table is suitable for an apartment, house,
balcony or garden. In addition, it is very easy to
clean. Just rinse it under water. Molds are part
of the package.

Molds included

Suitable for interior 
and exterior

Sturdy and durable material

Easy to clean

Sandy Teo
858514 

        46,3 × 69 × 39 cm

Sandy Max

Sandy Ted

Sandy Toby

Sandy Jack

Sandy Tim

Sandy Joe

858512

       60 × 58 × 60 cm

858516 

       44,5 × 49 × 44,5 cm

858515

       50,5 × 35 × 50 cm

858509 

       50,5 × 57 × 41,5 cm

858513

       76 × 56 × 41 cm

 858510

       40 × 58 × 40 cm
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Activity 2in1
Help with first steps

The first steps are a unique moment in the life
of a baby and his family. It is a great joy, but at
the same time also a fear of falling.

The multifunctional walker and activity table
is a perfect helper for a little beginner. It is
designed to entertain the child while sitting and
standing.

The walker function supports the development
of gross motor skills and the interactive activity
panel with sound effect stimulates all the
senses and helps to develop fine motor skills.

Colors and sounds
stimulate the baby

Walker is very easy to change
into a musical interactive table

It contains weight that need
to be filled with water
or sand before use

       Suitable for children from 12 months

       Walker: 44 × 42 × 40 cm

       Table: 26 × 32 × 20 cm

859044
Rainbow

859909 
Pink

Cabrio / Monty
For small racers

The walkers will help your baby, who is learning
to walk and discovering the world, with
maintaining stability and safe orientation in
space.

The music panel develops the child’s auditory,
tactile and motor skills, awakens his imagination
and sensory perception. The construction is
equipped with a safety lock that protects the
walker from unintended folding.

A special brake system prevents falling from the
stairs.

The panel can be removed
and will used as a separate toy

The seat is complemented
by a practical handle

The walker can be fully folded
to make storage as easy
as possible

Reinforced backrest support
for correct back posture

856890
Chevron Blue 

856891
Chevron Pink 

Monty

857866
Coral

857908
Green

857902
Grey 

Cabrio

64 cm × 78,5 cm × 51 cm

Suitable for children from + 6m to 12 kg
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Joy / Joy Max
Safe fun everywhere

The mat with double-sided print with cheerful
motives stimulates the development of the
child’s sensory perception.

It has a non-slip finish, is great for insulation
and soundproofing, waterproof and foldable.
It provides your baby with support, security
and thermal insulation when he/she first turns,
rolls over, stands on his/her little hands, crawls
and tries to take his/her first steps.

Choice of pressed or quilted pad edges.

Made of safe materials.

Farby a zvuky 
stimulujú dieťatko

Joy Max

Vodeodolná 
úprava

0 m+ 

Material 
100% XPE

Quilted edges 

180 × 150 × 1,5 cm

EN 71-1,2,3 

Joy

Vodeodolná 
úprava

0 m+ 

Material 
100% XPE 

Pressed edges 

150 × 180 × 1 cm

EN 71-1,2,3

Joy Max

Joy

432876 

Giraffe 

428964 

City

432874

Train

901043

Rainbow

432875 

Walk

428963 

Nature
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Campy
Folding helper for safe play

Practical folding mat with double-sided
printing, has a non-slip finish, insulates,
soundproofs and is waterproof. It can be folded
into a practical carry bag, which is included in
the product.

Thanks to its lightness and easy folding, the
mat is easily portable and suitable for use both
indoors and outdoors.

       Total dimensions: 197 × 147 × 1  cm

       Dimensions after folding: 74 × 40 × 10 cm

0 m+ 

XPE material

Flatie
Soft floor puzzles

Soft foam puzzle consists of 6 separate pieces.
Children will have fun while composing pictures,
but they can also make a tunnel or a bunker. Let
them develop their own imagination.

Puzzle can also be used instead of a mat for
playing on the ground. It has excellent thermal
insulation properties, so children will not be
cold when playing. It is soft, safe even when
falling.

Number of parts: 6  

       Total dimensions: 178 × 119 cm

       Dimensions of one piece: 
       58 cm × 58 cm × 1.5 cm

0 m+ 

100% EPE foam435070
Campy Elephant/Fox

435071
Campy Elephant/City

436072
Flatie
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Baby care
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Sleeping 
Sleep is very important for the baby, the baby
spends most of the day sleeping and we want
to make him as comfortable as possible.

Thanks to the lacing wrap with coconut liner
or the protective mantinel, baby will always
be safe from birth. The soft 100% cotton
blanket protects against the cold and goes
beautifully with the knitted beanie in the
stroller.

The coconut mattress will provide optimal
support for healthy sleep and baby’s
development. Mattress protectors make
it easier for parents to clean in case of an
accident.

Everything for sweet dreams

Natural 
coconut 

fiber

Breathable

Wash 60°C

Antibacterial

Easy maintenance

     Suitable from birth

       120 × 60 × 8 cm

       Removable cover

317401
Coco Dream

Mellow Harmony Cute Huggy 
3-6 m

497974
Rose

400909
Pink

301909
Pink

497879
Teal

400902
Grey

301902 
Grey

497902
Grey

400971
White

301971
White

Safe Dream  Nurse Aerodry  Goodnight   

 318401 929910 350011 901500
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Hygiene
Baby’s skin requires gentle care and the baby
needs to be changed very often, especially in
the first few months.

Thanks to the changing table with bath
Spa 3in1, parents will also enjoy the shared
experience with their baby and relieve their
backs thanks to the optimal height of the
table.

Other accessories from the hygiene range
make everyday care easier so that it is
pleasant for both, the baby and the mother.

Bathing in the Spa 3in1

771902
Spa 3v1 Grey

771911
Spa 3v1 Mint

A safe nasal aspirator for the baby’s nasal
mucus, which can be connected to a home
vacuum cleaner. A gentle aid to facilitate
breathing.

Happy Nose 

770800
Happy Nose 

Meli DiappyHarry

Mix of colours
on offer

Nappy

438692 
White

935912 
Brown  

437909
Pink

935917
Creamy

935907
Blue 

G610301 
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agata.kustosz@ags92.com

@petiteetmars

@petiteetmars

Petite&Mars_official

www.petiteetmars.com

CZ • ags 92, s.r.o., Poděbradská 88/55, 19800 Prague, Czech Republic
SK • ags 92, s.r.o., Pestovateľská 13, 82104 Bratislava, Slovakia
HU • ags92, Kft, Kazinczy ut. 5-7, 9021 Győr, Hungary
PL • Dystrybutor: ags 92, s.r.o.,Poděbradská 88/55, 198 00 Prague, Czech Republic


